Interneurons versus efferent neurons: heterogeneity in their neurite outgrowth response to glia from several brain regions.
We have studied in vitro the morphology of two populations of dopaminergic neurons from mouse embryos: the periglomerular interneurons from the olfactory bulb (DOBI) and the efferent neurons from the substantia nigra (DENN). The intrinsic potential of both neuronal types has been studied by comparing process outgrowth in a predominantly neuronal environment or in a glial environment that is endogenous or from other brain regions. Both populations exhibit in vitro different characteristics that reflect their phenotype in situ. In addition they greatly differ in their response to glial signals. DOBI maintain a constant stellate morphology with short processes under all culture conditions tested, whereas DENN exhibit a great plasticity and in particular respond to olfactory bulb glia with a striking increase in neurite length. The olfactory bulb glia differs from other brain region glia in two aspects: (a) in addition to type I astrocytes, common to all the glial monolayers that we have studied, it contains a population of fusiform astrocytes (GFAP+) that might represent the superficial glia (Raisman, 1985); and (b) both astrocytes and fusiform cells produce large amounts of laminin that is secreted in a thick extracellular matrix. DENN outgrowth on olfactory bulb glia, however, is not blocked by antilaminin antibodies that block outgrowth on a laminin substrate. Our results demonstrate that two neuronal populations sharing the same neurotransmitter present intrinsic differences in the control of cell shape. The fact that glia harvested from different brain regions supports varying extent of DENN neurite outgrowth suggests a heterogeneity of environmental signals throughout the developing brain.